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•(Then what happened after this bunchwent to Arkansas and another bunch
went to Oklahoma, whan they separated?)
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Well, due to the fact that they traveled so slow, see that was what
they called the George Washington bunch.-rthat was up around Arkansas.
(Oh, yeah)
They still living, that was Sally Washington and the rest of them.
Joe ... Washington. See, he was the chief of the un, Kaimachies.
They stillcall them ^aimachis. That's the way i^iey reCer to them.
There's no difference. They're just a band. .Their name derives from
where they were located.
(Yeah, I see.)
THE CADDO DURING THE CIVIL WAR:
1

\

^Have you ever heard about what happened to the Caddos when they were
in the (Jivil War/ Is there, a story about that?)
Oh yes, they worked for the union, and they helped free the slaves.
And they were because from the ,uh, because my grandmother told me—she

, was one of the cooks for the union soldiers. And she said they built .
them a big stockade, kind of a —she said they hollowed out a place
so big. I.don't know how big, but she just said it was a big place.
And then she said they put wooden stakes all around and then they
lined it with uh, hides. And then thate where all the different rations
were supplied.—Were issued to them". And there only 3 women. That
was my grandmother, Sabedpka, and Old Lady Whitebread, Lucji Beaver
that were capable. Because they had to test them. They said the •
captain came and tested these women if they could get' on a* horse,
you-know-, just on a mement's notice. And they always had horses tied
arpund close, and then they had to know how to carry a gun because
my grandma could load a gun quicker tllan—see they lused that musket**
gun. And that's what they had'to have.
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